Need for Value Education
The value education need can be understood by dividing the human life in the following four
parts:1. Personal Need- As we all know today’s condition, where globalization,
fundamentalism have gained stronger roots. Life of fuel of hurry-worry, ups
and downs nobody have time for self-awareness. Everybody wants to satisfy
they own desires. In this complex background, true is a need to impart value
education among youths so that they are not misguided.
2. Fundamental Need:- in this one focus on developing the fundamental
principles of equality : peace, justice, non-violence and tolerance the values
which are based on caste, religion, race, gender, country etc. should be abolish
from one’s mind.
3. Social Need:- The growth of new social movements such as environmental
groups, feminists groups, civil right groups having multiple agendas,
discourses, interests interacting with each other. As various anti-activities are
happening in the society therefore there is a need to develop value education
among the children from the beginning age.
4. Family Need:- The family system in India has a long tradition of imparting
value education. In true sense, value education is universally valuable to all of
us, it makes us to understand our needs and desires and to visualize our goals
correctly and also shows direction for their fulfillment.

Value education is important for each and every one to developing and improving
value system that one can hold and put them use. There are so many values like personal
values, societal values, cultural values as well as universal values which one can acquire in his
or her life. There is no doubt that value it shapes one’s character, conduct and give him
opportunity to stand anywhere in this global stage. A question can arise if a technological
student ask what the need of value education is. It is just make him directionless and aimless.
Because it is not the responsibility of technology to decide what is valuable. Technology does

it work in its own efficient manner. Value itself decide what is valuable .Suppose when we
operate a machine and if the components of the machine are o.k. then it will start to move. If
we found the internal components are weak it will not move properly. From this example we
can see technology does it work in its own effective manner. Here value only can decide
which type of value that machine consist for. If it works properly it gives the value of rightly
action. If it is not, it gives the value of poor work. When a person understand what is the need
of value education and all the circumstances of life that just make him a responsible human
being. When this responsibility comes within himself that just give him a confidence level.
When he grows this confidence level that just give him inner strength. With the help of this
inner strength, he can achieve anything whatever he desired for. Therefore, value education is
very much important and necessary to develop one’s skills, knowledge, effort and efficiency
that one can know himself or herself in better way to exist in this world.
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